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Introduction of mixed organocuprates,1 R(X)Cu-, in which the
X group acts as a nontransferable dummy ligand (Scheme 1),
provided a breakthrough of the synthetic problem associated with
homocuprates R2Cu- that can transfer only one of the two
precious R ligands to the target electrophile (E+, e.g., R,â-
unsaturated carbonyl compound). A long accepted hypothesis1a

has been that an X group forming a stronger Cu-X bond acts as
a better dummy ligand (hence resists transfer). The selectivity of
the ligand transfer has been considered to arise in the process of
reductive elimination of a Cu(III) intermediate bearing three
ligands, R, X, and E. While such a ligand coupling reaction is a
fundamental process in organo transition metal chemistry, it has
so far escaped detailed mechanistic analysis. We have carried
out density functional studies2 on the dummy ligand issue in mixed
organocuprate chemistry, which has shown, contrary to the
conventional hypothesis, that the transfer selectivity is controlled
by the metal-coordination ability of the X group rather than the
Cu-X bond strength.

Recent mechanistic studies indicated that the final and rate-
determining stage of the conjugate addition3 of organocuprate is
the reductive elimination of a tetracoordinated Cu(III) open
complex.4,5 Models of such Cu(III) complexes (CPxm, mx) and
the transition structures (TSxm, mx) are shown in Scheme 1 for
the two isomeric pathways (XM: X bridges Li1 and Cu, and Me
as nucleophile; MX: vice versa) of the reaction of Me(X)CuLi‚
LiCl with acrolein.

If the reaction rate depends on only the nature of the Cu-X
bond, consideration of the lithium moiety must be unimportant
for the selective transfer. Thus, we first studied the reductive
elimination reaction of the simplest model species6 Me2(X)CuIII ‚
Me2O (CPx) lacking the cluster structure of lithium cuprates

(Figure 1). The ethynyl (A), CN (C), NMe2 (N), and SMe (T)
groups were studied as models of alkynyl,1a CN,1d N(cyclohexyl)2,1g

and SPh1f dummy ligands used in experiments, and were
compared with the reference X) Me (M).

In agreement with the original concept of the ligand design,1

the CuIII -X bond lengthr1 in CPx (Figure 1) is shorter (and
expected to be stronger) for X) ethynyl and cyano than for X
) Me.7 In contrast, the activation energies (∆Eq) for X ) ethynyl
and cyano are equally much lower than that for X) Me (Table
in Figure 1). The low∆Eq value can be attributed toπ-orbital
participation during the 1,2-migration of the X group from Cu-
(III) to the adjacent methyl group just as the one widely known
in organic chemistry for the 1,2-migration of an sp or sp2 group.
In fact, participation of the carbonπ-orbital of the ethynyl group
was identified in the localized Kohn-Sham orbital (LMO)8 of
TSa (Figure 1). The relatively high energy barriers for X) SMe
and NMe2 may indeed be related to the Cu-X bond strength.
Thus these simplest models for the rate determining step of
conjugate addition do not necessarily account for the ligand
transfer selectivity.

The whole cluster structure of lithium cuprate therefore seemed
mandatory for probing the true role of the dummy ligands. To
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Figure 1. Reductive elimination of Me2(X)CuIII‚Me2O. Localized Kohn-
Sham orbital ofTSa (X ) ethynyl) is in the box, indicatingπ-orbital
participation in the C-C bond forming process.
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this end, the two pathways in Scheme 1 were optimized for X)
ethynyl (A), cyano (C), and SMe (T), and the energetics are
compared with the cases of X) Me (M) (Figure 2a-d). As
exemplified by the solvent-coordinated open complexesCPam‚
S and CPma‚S in Figure 3, the gross structures ofCPxm,mx
and TSxm,mx remained largely the same as the one obtained
for X ) Me.4a

The most intriguing feature of the energetics in Figure 2a-c
is that the XM pathway (Me transfer) is overwhelmingly favored
over the MX pathway (dummy transfer).9 In CPxm, the electron-
rich X group acts as a good bridge between Cu(III) and Li1 (cf.
CPam‚S in Figure 2). The methyl group becomes tetracoordinated
and ready for reductiVe elimination through a pentacoordinated
TS (cf.TSxm in Scheme 1).10 Note that theπ-coordinated metal
alkynyl structure such as the one inCPam‚S (Figure 3) is

ubiquitous in crystals.11 The thermodynamic stability of the Li-X
coordination thus makes the XM pathway favored over the MX
alternative. As shown in Figure 3, solvent coordination does not
change much the energetics of the Me vs ethynyl pathway. In
addition, the energy difference between the two pathways is so
large that the relatively small difference of the activation energies
of the reductive elimination process (CP to TS) does not affect
the net ligand transfer selectivity.

In summary, we have found that the dummy X group must be
able to simultaneously bind to Cu and Li atoms to be an effective
nontransferable ligand and, by default, the less effective bridging
ligand (viz. Me) is involved in the reductive elimination leading
to C-C bond formation. The present results illustrate the pressing
needs to understand the roles of polymetallic clusters in the design
and analysis of organometallic reactions commonly used in the
experimental laboratories.12,13
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Figure 2. Energetics of conjugate addition of Me(X)CuLi‚LiCl for X ) CCH (a), CN (b), SCH3 (c), and CH3 (d) (B3LYP/631A//B3LYP/631A). The
numbers are the energetics relative toRT. These energies are in kcal/mol.

Figure 3. 3D structures of two isomeric open complexes between acrolein
and Me(ethynyl)CuLi‚LiCl bearing Me2O on each lithium atom (B3LYP/
631A). Bond lengths are in Å, and the relative energies (in parentheses)
are in kcal/mol.
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